A thermal buckling analysis of functionally graded thick rectangular plates according to von
Introduction
Functionally graded materials (FGM) are composite materials in which there is a continuous and a discontinuous variation of their chemical composition and/or micro-structure through defined geometric distance. Mechanical properties such as Young's modulus of elasticity, Poisson's ratio, shear modulus, as well as material thickness, are graded in recommended directions, and a gradient property can be stepwise or continuous, [1] . Delamination between layers is the biggest and the most frequently analyzed problem concerning conventional composite laminates. Most frequently used FGM is metal/ceramics, where ceramics have a good temperature resistance, while metal is superior in terms of toughness. Functionally graded materials, which contain metal and ceramic constituents, improve thermo mechanical properties between layers because of which delamination of layers should be avoided due to continuous change between properties of the constituents. By varying a percentage of volume fraction content of the two or more materials, FGM can be formed so that it achieves a desired gradient property in specific directions. The thermoelastic behavior of a FG rectangular ceramic-metal plate was presented by Praveen and Reddy [2] by using a four node rectangular finite element based on the first order shear deformation theory (FSDT), including von Karman's non-linear effect. Using and expanding the adopted formulation by Praveen and Reddy, Reddy [3] studied the static analysis of the FG rectangular plates using the third order shear deformation theory (TSDT). Using the TSDT, he defined displacement field based on the finite element of the plate with the eight-degrees of freedom per node. This formulation explains the thermo mechanical coupling and von Karman's geometrical non-linearity. Woo and Meguid [4] studied non-linear deformations of thin FG plates and shells using von Karman's classical non-linear plate theory under thermo mechanical loads. The authors compared the stresses and displacements for ceramic, metal and FG plates and they concluded that displacements of the FG plate were, even with a small ceramic volume fraction, significantly smaller than displacements of the metal plate. Ma and Wang [5] researched large deformations by bending and buckling of an axisymmetrical simply supported and fixed circular FG plate using the von Karman's non-linear plate theory. The authors of the paper made an assumption that mechanical and thermal properties of FG materials vary continuously according to the power law of the volume fraction of the constituents. Lanhe [6] derived equilibrium and stability equations of a moderately thick rectangular simply supported FG plate under thermal loads using FSDT. Buckling temperature is derived for two types of thermal loading -uniform temperature increase and gradient increase through the thickness of the plate. Chi and Chung [7, 8] obtained a closed form solution of a simply supported FG rectangular moderately thick plate under transverse load using the classical plate theory and Fourier series expansion. They assumed that the elastic modulus varies in the thickness direction of the plate, depending on the variation of the volume fraction of the constituents. Poisson's ratio remains constant. Closed form analytical solution is proven by comparing to numerical results with finite element method. Chung and Che [9] analyzed a simply supported, elastic, moderately thick, rectangular FG plate under linear temperature changes in the thickness direction of the plate. They assumed that Young's modulus of elasticity and Poisson's ratio are constant throughout the plate. However, the thermal expansion coefficient varies depending on the variation of the volume fraction of the constituents, based on the power law or exponential function in the thickness direction.
Description of the problem
Functionally graded rectangular plates of a × b × h dimensions, where the z-axis is in direction of thickness, h, are studied in this paper. Young's modulus of elasticity, thermal expansion coefficient and changes in temperature are defined according to the power law [10] :
respectively, where subscripts c and m refer to ceramics and metal, respectively. By using substitution (1 / 2 + z / h) = Λ, each of the previously mentioned laws represents a function of L. If the product is further defined as E(z)⋅α(z)⋅T(z), it is not difficult to conclude that for defined properties of materials and defined values of p and s (p defines the percentage of ceramic or metal volume, 0 < s < ∞ [10] ), ∆T cr remains the only unknown value in the product. Analytical procedure for determining the critical buckling temperature for uniform increase of temperature, linear and non-linear change of temperature across the thickness of a plate, is developed here.
Displacement field and constitutive equations
Disadvantages of the classical lamination theory, and the first FSDT which require correctional factors, are eliminated by many authors by introducing the shear deformation shape functions (SF), tab. 1. Many of those SF are introduced in order to give the better results for specific kinds of loads and specific static or dynamical problems. It should be emphasized that the following SF are not generally applicable to all kinds of problems. 
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The displacement field is here taken as follows, [15] :
where f (z) is a SF. In order to define components of unit loads, it is necessary to apply the relations between displacements and strains in accordance with the von Karman's non-linear theory of elasticity [2] . Using a generalized Hooke's law, as well as the stiffness matrix [10] , and taking into account the effect of the change in temperature eq. (1) and thermal expansion, which cause a strain αΔT [23] , the following components of unit loads are obtained: 
In eq. (3), by grouping the terms with the elements of constitutive matrix, it is possible to define new matrices:
In order to get an equilibrium equation, it is necessary to define the deformation energy in the following form [10] : 
Using the principles of minimum potential energy, equilibrium equations become: 
Stability equation for a thick FG plate is derived based on the equilibrium eq. (6). The stability equation of the plate under thermal load can be defined using the displacement components u 0 , ν 0 , w 0 , θ x0 , and θ y0 . Displacement components of the next stable configuration are:
where u 1 , ν 1 , w 1 , θ x1 , and θ y1 are the displacement components of arbitrarily small deviation from the stable configuration. Assuming that temperature is constant in the xy-plane of the plate and that it is changing only in the thickness direction of the plate, the stability equation can be derived by substituting eq. (7) and eq. (3) into eq. (6). In such obtained equation, terms u 0 , ν 0 , w 0 , θ x0 , and θ y0 do not exist because they vanish due to satisfying the equilibrium condition eq. (6). Therefore, the stability equations of the functionally graded rectangular plate are: 
Equation (8) can be solved by using the analytical and numerical methods. In order to obtain analytical solutions, assumed solution forms and boundary conditions are adopted in accordance to Navier's methods applied in [24] [25] [26] . Procedure for obtaining the results by combining the symbolic and numerical coefficient values, which occur in these kinds of problems, is implemented.
Boundary conditions along edges of the simply supported rectangular plate, according to [26] , are the following:
Taking into account the previously defined boundary conditions, based on [24] , it is possible to assume that Navier's solution is in the following form: 
where U mn , V mn , W mn , T xmn , T ymn are arbitrary parameters, which are to be determined. Furthermore, using the Navier's solution, equilibrium equation becomes:
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while the matrix I ij , (i, j = 1-5) is defined:
where α = mπ / α, β = nπ / b. To obtain the non-trivial solutions, it is necessary for the determinant in eq. (12) to be equal to zero:
Numerical results
The aim of this section is to check the accuracy and the effectiveness of the given theory in determining the critical buckling temperature of FG plates for uniform increase of temperature, linear and non-linear change temperature across thickness. In order to do that, different numerical examples are shown, and the obtained results were compared to the results available from the literature. The theory presented in this paper is verified by the examples of the square plate a/b=1, which was considered in [27, 28, 10] . Unlike [28] , where TSDT is applied, and [27, 10] where higher order shear deformation theory (HSDT) is applied, based on just one SF, comparative analysis of all SF (tab. 1) is done here. Besides the results, which are available in the literature, this paper shows results for a/h (5 and 10) and a/b (2 and 5) ratios. Material properties, used in the numerical examples, were:
Metal (Aluminum): In the case of graded change in temperature, the temperature at the metal surface is T M = 5 o C. Table 2 shows the values of critical buckling temperatures of rectangular FG plates under a uniform increase of temperature. Thick and moderately thick plates were considered in ratios a / h = 5 and a / h = 10. Using the ratios, a / h = 10, a / m = 1 and p = 0, there was a good match of results for all the given SF with the results from the papers [10, 27, 28 ]. An insignificant deviation was noticed in the SF marked as SF4. During the analytical procedure in MATLAB, it is noticed that only SF1, SF2, SF3, SF10, SF13 could give solutions for integrals defined in eq. (4) in closed form, while in the case of other SF, a numerical integration had to be conducted. It is noticed that the difference between results obtained by different SF increases with the increase of the (a / b) ratio, and it decreases with the increase of (a / h) ratio, proving the fact that the effect of SF is inversely proportional to the plate thickness. Figure 1 (a) a shows the decrease of the difference between the obtained results with the increase of the value p, so when p > 5, the constant ratio a / h = 10 and a variable ratio (a / b), the curves merge. The SF do not have a significant effect on this behavior because the curves obtained by the use of SF3, SF10, SF12 and SF13 completely overlap, which can be clearly seen in the fig. 1(a) . In fig. 1(b) , it can be clearly seen that the increase of (a / h) ratio, regardless of the p value, causes the curves to asymptotically approach zero, which is in accordance with the fact that thin plates have lower resistance to temperature change. Similar situation can be noticed under the linear change of temperature. All the presented SF gave the results, which match the ones from the papers [10, 27, 28] . The greatest deviation is noticed in the SF4. Table 3 shows the obtained values of the critical buckling temperature, ΔT cr , as well as the matching with values given in the literature.
The curves in fig. 2 (a)-2(c) are of the same nature as in the previous case. Figure 1 (d) clearly shows that with the ratio values a / h = 5, a / h = 10, a / b = 1 and the increase of the value p, the curves asymptotically approach a specific value. The value of the horizontal asymptote for a rectangular plate depends mainly on the a / h ratio. Table 4 shows numerous values of critical buckling temperatures of rectangular FG plates under a non-linear change of temperature across their thickness. There was a perfect match of the results for square plates under ratio values of a / h = 5, a / h = 10 and s = 2, s = 5 for all SF with the results given in the references [10, 27, 29] . A deviation of the results for all SF is within the permitted limits, which can be clearly seen on the diagram showing a complete overlap of curves which correspond to the different SF. p Source 
Conclusion
Based on the presented results, it can be concluded that SF given in tab. 1 are acceptable for the thermo mechanical analysis of functionally graded plates. The results obtained through the developed analytical procedure matched the results given in the literature. Taking into account the fact that SF have a significantly larger effect on thick and moderately thick plates, results are limited to ratios a / h = 5 and a / h = 10. This paper proves that the volume fraction of metal//ceramic constituents and the shape of the plate (a / b ratio), have a significantly larger effect on the temperature resistance than the chosen deformation theory. It is also shown that the biggest deviations occur when the value of the parameter p is low, while the increase of the value p causes the differences between the critical temperatures to be reduced or completely vanish. Separation of the curves, which correspond to the greater values of the parameter p, occurs with the increase of non-linearity of a temperature change, namely with the increase of the s parameter. 
